Mystery Tour Leaders
Guidelines and Responsibilities

What to remember when picking a theme:
•
•
•

Keep in mind the weather- July is cold so things like Hawaiian or beach party are probably not great
options.
Keep it affordable. Students don’t have a lot of cash to splash out on outfits and they might not want
to come if they have to spend a lot.
Don’t cross the boundaries. If it’s going to offend people, we won’t accept it, so no Nazis, Weinsteins
or paedophiles etc.

Key points for Leaders:
We really hope that you and your group have a great time during this event- however; safety is always the
highest priority in the eyes of the BSA and the University.
While it is not your responsibility to monitor the alcohol consumption or the behaviour of every individual in
your group, it is expected that you are sober enough to monitor the group as a whole and advise Security of
any concerns you may have. If you suspect someone has consumed too much alcohol or their health is at risk
for any reason, you need to speak with Security.
Your role as Mystery Tour Leader includes advising your group when it’s time to move onto the next Venue
and get back on buses etc. If anyone in your group refuses, that is their choice. If you believe they are fit & well
and they wish to leave, that is their choice and not your responsibility.
Once you arrive at the Afterparty at Universal on McCrae that is where you official role ends and you are free
to leave or to continue as a patron.

Responsibilities:
(1) Your role as Mystery Tour Leader begins at 5.30pm and will end when your group arrive at the
Universal on McCrae at approx. 11pm
(2) Mystery Tour leaders are allowed to consume alcohol during the tour- but we ask that you do not
become intoxicated. You are there to guide your group and need to be aware of what is happening
around you
(3) Mystery Tour leaders are not to take any alcohol on the buses or into any venues
(4) If anyone on your bus tour is behaving inappropriately in any way, immediately speak with your
Security guard who will deal with it- this is not your responsibility
(5) Mystery Tour Leaders are not to encourage or pressure any participants into drinking or drinking
games
Thank-you once again being a part of this event - we hope you have a great time 

Your reward for this Event is a $20 Universal
Gift Card + your ticket for the Mystery Tour.

